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Abstract
Project management in the construction industry involves coordination of many tasks and individuals, aﬀected by complexity and
uncertainty, which increases the need for eﬃcient cooperation. Procurement is crucial since it sets the basis for cooperation between clients and contractors. This is true whether the project is local, regional or global in scope. Traditionally, procurement procedures are
competitive, resulting in conﬂicts, adversarial relationships and less desirable project results. The purpose of this paper is to propose
and empirically test an alternative procurement model based on cooperative procurement procedures that facilitates cooperation between
clients and contractors in construction projects. The model is based on four multi-item constructs – incentive-based compensation, limited bidding options, partner selection and cooperation. Based on a sample of 87 client organisations, the model was empirically tested
and exhibited strong support, including content, nomological, convergent and discriminant validity, as well as reliability. Our ﬁndings
indicate that partner selection based on task related attributes mediates the relationship between two important pre-selection processes
(incentive-based compensation and limited bid invitation) and preferred outcome of cooperation. The contribution of the paper is identifying valid and reliable measurement constructs and conﬁrming a unique sequential order for achieving cooperation. Moreover, the
ﬁndings are applicable for many types of construction projects because of the similarities in the construction industry worldwide.
Ó 2008 Elsevier Ltd and IPMA. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Construction is an industry in which project management plays a crucial role. Project management is a core
activity that involves the practice of setting up routines
to coordinate and solve diﬃcult tasks for a temporary
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team. The teams are often cross-functional, including members from many organisations with diﬀerent interests and
objectives. Managing construction projects is often very
complex, involving many interactions and tasks requiring
speciﬁc competence for each part of the project [1]. The
actual construction process takes place in a project setting
and shares many similarities across diﬀerent countries
throughout the world.
To manage costs, increase quality and reduce risk, procurement has become a key part of the planning and coordinating process [2]. Due to increased uncertainty,
complexity, time pressure and customization in construction projects, high levels of coordination and cooperation
among project participants are required [3,4]. Suppliers,
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including for example plumbers, electricians, carpenters,
painters and machine drivers, must work together to provide complex and customized solutions within a short period of time. These suppliers meet many times during the
actual construction process to solve and adapt to emerging
diﬃculties that cannot be planned for and covered in a contract ex ante due to, for example, uncertain ground conditions or changing client demands.
The task of coordinating and managing the many suppliers and their activities is often performed by the main contractor (or Construction Management Company). The
client then has only a single point of contact to ensure that
promises and contractual requirements are being met. Traditionally, client–contractor relationships have been characterized as adversarial and maintaining arms-length
distance, as a result of competitive procurement procedures.
Recently, clients and main contractors are increasingly
coordinating their activities, and often develop close cooperative relationships (typically referred to as partnering)
with each other and share many experiences from project
to project [5]. Such partnering relationships improve coordination and ﬂexibility, which is often beneﬁcial in projects
characterized by complexity and uncertainty [6,7]. Partnering has received much positive attention in recent research,
but some researchers claim that full ﬂedged partnering is
not always suitable [8,9]. In fact a suitable balance between
cooperation and competition often is most appropriate [10].
Notwithstanding the potential shortcomings of partnering
most authors agree that increased cooperation is desirable
in construction projects characterized by high complexity,
customization, time pressures, and uncertainty [6,11,12].
Previous research conﬁrms that cooperative relationships are not easily established [9,13]. In fact, most clients
realize the importance of cooperative relationships but lack
the understanding of how to establish them [10,14,15]. The
movement toward more cooperative relationships is hindered by the traditional type of procurement that encourages competition rather than cooperation [16]. Hence, it
would be useful to identify an alternative type of procurement and increase the understanding of how clients can
establish cooperative relationships with contractors
through cooperative procurement procedures.
The purpose of this paper is therefore to propose and
empirically test an alternative procurement model, based
on cooperative procurement procedures, which facilitates
cooperation between clients and contractors in construction projects. Since the construction industry shares many
similarities worldwide, the ﬁndings should have widespread
applicability.
2. The procurement model
To understand the theory behind and the value of
another contribution to procurement, it is important to
approach it from two perspectives. First, the way procurement is viewed traditionally and second, the fundamental
aspects of an alternative model.
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The traditional competitive type of procurement in the
construction industry involves inviting numerous bidders
to prepare lump sum contract proposals based on detailed
design documents prepared ex ante by the client and their
consultants. In the subsequent bid evaluation the lowest
lump sum price is typically awarded the contract [3,10]. A
principal assumption in this neoclassical view is that price
leads to a satisfying decision and that the decision maker(s)
is capable of achieving a thorough positive outcome. A process such as this is often referred to as a rational process.
One drawback of this type of theoretical reasoning, however, is the assumption that throughout this rational process
the decision maker is competent to make the best decision
with the greatest value and avoid subjective preferences.
Most modern, complex industrialized products contain
attributes that make it diﬃcult for the decision maker to
assess the quality of the product based only on objective
factors and avoid subjective characteristics. A primary reason for this is that environmental laws and related regulations cause diﬃculties in making completely objective
decisions. The rational process in such situations then
becomes a process to identify alternatives based on previous
experiences (e.g., familiarity), or on reputation, legitimacy,
quality standards or some other qualifying factor. The process also eliminates others because of their size, lack of relationships to key suppliers, uncertain reputation, or their
overall standards are not consistent with ethical and environmental regulations. A recent trend is these latter factors
appear to play a more important role in the rationale of
decision makers throughout the procurement process. As
a result, competitive procurement processes increasingly
leads to disputes, conﬂicts and adversarial relationships
[16,17] and the movement is more toward client–contractor
cooperation [18] because it is more eﬀective [19] and
improved procurement procedures are implemented [20].
A new theoretical model will contribute to the ongoing
debate on how to improve the procurement process. At
the basic level any theory represents a system of ideas
and relationships that can be deﬁned, measured and tested
in a representative empirical setting [21]. Structural
equation modeling (SEM) techniques represent not just a
methodological breakthrough, but also a theoretical
improvement because it is possible to test how well nomological networks of observations correspond to accurately
selected samples and by so doing assess the focal theory’s
underlying quality in terms of validity and reliability [21].
These evolving micro empirical theories require detailed
deﬁnitions and speciﬁcations of the models as they relate
to the underlying populations. They also include the
advantage of oﬀering more accurate implications for practice and fewer abstractions for the more general scope of
debate [21]. Our proposed procurement model was guided
by and emerged from the scientiﬁc foundations of the SEM
techniques process.
Speciﬁcally the theoretical model hypothesizes relationships between both incentive-based compensation and
limited invitation of contractors [22] and ultimately coop-

